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 BITS AND PIECES FOR AND FROM WIVES, PARTNERS AND FRIENDS OF FREEMASONS 

Hi there 

The weeks and months are rushing by and now that day-light saving is here we’ll soon start to be given the 

countdown to Christmas – but it is wonderful to see the blossom on the trees and colourful array of flowers, 

not to mention the adorable little lambs in the fields – all signs that spring really has arrived – yeah! 

 I have received some lovely letters of thanks.   

 

 

I continue to be very humbled 

by the many lovely knitted 

items I receive from so many 

talented ladies – and I take 

very great pleasure in being 

able to pass these beautiful 

items onto those who really 

appreciate them and the love 

and care that went into their creation.  Thank you again to all of you. 

 

Our visits:  We had a bit of a quiet spell in the middle of the year and so were able to spend time at home and 

with our family, but since then the calendar has filled up and last few months have been very busy and 

interesting.    John and I very much enjoyed attending the NSW Grand Installation in Sydney in August.  We 

had a small team from New Zealand to accompany us but had lots of fun and couldn’t fault the weather which 

was warm and sunny and a complete contrast to the weather we’d left behind.  See Kate Salmon’s article page 2/3. 

Very recently John and I celebrated Franklin Lodge’s 125th Anniversary in Auckland– very 

fitting at this time of the 125th Anniversary of the NZ constitution.  We have had quite a 

number of visits to the Auckland area during the last months. In early September we 

attended Lodge Titirangi Mt Albert 100th Installation and at the end of the month John was 

delighted to have the opportunity to present the longest serving Freemason Francis Davis 

with a Certificate marking the 75 years since his initiation.  The story was featured in the 

local paper and can be read at http://www.stuff.co.nz/auckland/local-news/manukau-

courier/72883555/freemason-francis-davis-clocks-75-years . 

Last month we went to a Country and Western Charity Concert organised by the combined 

Districts of Hutt Wairarapa, Wellington Kapiti, and the Royal Arch.  It was a great evening, 

great fun, and was fronted by Frankie Stevens who was an awesome entertainer and had the 

audience eating out of his hand.   There were many and various acts with all the performers 

giving their own time freely and it was obvious that everyone concerned had worked really 

hard to make the evening a huge success.  There were heaps of great raffle prizes, all donated 

and they alone raised in excess of $5,000.  Hutt Hospital must be really delighted with the  

http://www.stuff.co.nz/auckland/local-news/manukau-courier/72883555/freemason-francis-davis-clocks-75-years
http://www.stuff.co.nz/auckland/local-news/manukau-courier/72883555/freemason-francis-davis-clocks-75-years


funds raised – see Glen Houlihan’s article here.    

Congratulations to all those involved!   

Last month John and I went to Nelson to 

attend their own special weekend with 

the presentation of a car to the Nelson-

Marlborough Helicopter Trust and the 

next day to a 125th Anniversary 

afternoon event in Blenheim.   

We’ve been really delighted to have already 

attended a number of special events celebrating the 125th Anniversary of NZ 

Freemasonry. Read about Howick’s contribution to Daisy Players at 

http://www.times.co.nz/front-page-feature/support-for-blind.html.  Very soon we 

will be going to Perth to be attend of the Western Australian Grand Installation. 

A Trip to the New South Wales Grand Installation by Kate Salmon wife of Gary, Dist GM of Auckland West. 

When we decided to go to the New South Wales Grand Installation in Sydney this year we realised it was being held 

in the same week as Gary’s birthday, so we booked to arrive on the Wednesday before and to have a couple of extra 

days to explore Sydney while we were there.  This has been the third time we have been to a Grand Installation in 

Australia and they have always been great trips. I do recommend if you have the opportunity to join the Grand 

Master on such an occasion and are able to arrive early or stay later.  I am sure you will enjoy the experience.  It has 

been nine years since we were last in Sydney, (for my niece’s wedding actually) and we were looking forward to the 

trip. 

Country Music, Freemasonry, and Local Business  
        – what do they have in common?     by Glen Houlihan    

The answer is simple – lots!  In August this year on a wet Saturday night, the Lodges of Districts 19 and 21 banded together to 

host a Country Charity Concert in aid of the Hutt Valley Hospital.  Lead by Ray Keenan and his band of merry men and woman, 

they organised a fabulous concert that was hard to beat. All the performers, mostly country musicians, graciously volunteered 

their own time to come along and provide the entertainment.  The local Hutt Valley businesses also contributed prices for 

raffles and they too supported the event. 

Mr Frankie Stevens, television and stage performer, who happened to grow up in Wellington, was the MC for the night and 

did a wonderful of job of keeping the show flowing and making the night enjoyable for all.  Some of the performers included - 

Hutt Valley Ukulele Orchestra - This amazing group of maybe 40+ musicians opened the concert and set the scene.  Lead by 

the very able Justin Read, sang songs we all new and even invited members of the audience to come on stage and dance! 

The Rimutaka Trail Band - This phenomenal band is made up of some of New Zealand’s finest country musicians.  They not 

only played for their very own Tracey McAra but also provided musical accompaniment for a number of acts. They were 

outstanding! 

Kim and Dusty - Acoustic Duo, Kim and Dusty, have been bringing their whisky harmonies to Wellingtonians since 2013 when 

Dusty moved to Brooklyn. The duo played a blend of Country, Blues, Bluegrass and Folk music.  This couple were enjoyed by 

all and were kept very busy during the break. 

The Harbour Capital Chorus - This group of blokes took a break from their National’s preparation weekend to entertain.  They 

sang the two numbers they were going to use at the National competition so the group was lucky enough to get a preview on 

what was the come!  Amazing voices and great harmonies.  The Chief Executive Laurence Milton was part of this group. 

John De Burgh - Just when you thought it couldn’t get any better, John De Burgh stepped up to the mic and mesmerised the 

audience some more.  John runs the NZ Country Music Radio and is well known in the country music scene. His preference is 

for a laid back, easy listening style. 

Krista Thompson - Krista, originally from Christchurch, flew in from Australia just for the concert.  She is a well experienced 

musician and has won awards from all over – including the NZ Golden Guitars. 

The Miti Family - Closing the event was an outstanding family group of three performers.  Well known for their tight 

harmonies, silky smooth notes and cleverly constructed melodies. The Mitis final number ‘Hallelujah’ bought some audience 

members to tears. Wow! 

So what were the results of all this talent?  A great show for the 300 or so people who attended.  A lot of fun for the 

performers.  A most importantly, with the help of our Freemasons Charity, approx. $39,000 dollars raised for a new Debriding 

machine for the local hospital.  A machine that will bring new standards of wound care for all those in need from within the 

community.  WOW Indeed! 

 

 

 

http://www.times.co.nz/front-page-feature/support-for-blind.html


Wednesday - The weather, when we arrived on Wednesday morning was fine but with a fresh 12° temperature. We 

had intended to get the train into the city from the airport as our hotel was close to the Town Hall station. However, 

we were approached by a young man that promised us a transfer bus in 10 minutes which he advised would be 

cheaper and take us directly to the hotel door. After patiently waiting almost 45 minutes, with the constant promise 

the bus would be just five minutes more he eventually advised all was ready to go. He walked us to the other end of 

the airport where the bus was waiting but unfortunately the driver had disappeared. After another 10 minutes of 

waiting we decided enough was enough and decided to catch a train. This proved to be fast and convenient and we 

found the apartment hotel just around the corner from the station as expected. We left our luggage and arranged to 

come back at 1:30 p.m. when our room would be ready. 

The Adina hotel was well positioned for our needs with the town hall, where the Grand Installation and Banquet was 

being held, immediately adjacent. The meet and greet was held in the New South Wales Lodge headquarters also only 

a short distance from the hotel. 

Thursday - Thursday was Gary’s birthday and we had decided to take the train out to Reevesby and meet up with my 

niece and her husband and their younger children who joined us for lunch. It was great for me to catch up with them 

and to meet their youngest children for the first time.  The trains in Sydney made it easy to get around with the 

station so close to the hotel. In the evening we took a taxi to The Rocks and had a lovely dinner at the Altitude bar and 

restaurant at the top of the Shangri-La hotel, what a fabulous view. 

Friday - Friday evening was the meet and greet at the Lodge headquarters and was held in a large room with 

wonderful decorative plaster all around the walls and ceilings and there were beautiful chandeliers to light the room. 

It was nice to meet up with other members from New Zealand that we hadn’t seen earlier and some from Australia 

we had met at previous Grand Installations in Melbourne and Brisbane. 

Saturday - On Saturday morning, I attended the ladies brunch with The Grand Masters wife and Lynn Houston at the 

Masonic headquarters which was a special occasion meeting a lot of the ladies from around Australia and New 

Zealand. We all had a nice meal and swapped stories about our homes and families.  After this Lynn and myself 

wandered down to Paddy’s market and had a nice hunt around there, picking up a few bits and pieces. We had 

decided not to attend the installation this time as several people told us it was a long ceremony and as I have back 

trouble and Lynn was feeling quite unwell with a nasty cold, we took the opportunity to rest. 

On Saturday evening, before the banquet we were invited to the Grand Master’s suite for drinks with him and Diana 

and others from the New Zealand contingent who were able to attend. It was then just a 

short walk to the town hall for the banquet. The Banquet in 

the Town Hall was a grand affair, the ballroom looked 

absolutely wonderful, the ornate architecture and coloured 

lights were just beautiful.  The band was very talented with 

many of them playing different brass instruments and the 

music was wonderful, if a little loud for some unfortunately, 

especially sitting next to the speakers.  The food was 

exceptional and the dance floor was crowded after dinner 

and everyone seemed to really enjoy themselves. 

Sunday – on Sunday we met in the morning for breakfast with Lynn and Graeme Houston at their hotel and then 

wandered down to the markets at the rocks, looking at all the arts and crafts and enjoying some afternoon sunshine. 

We then walked around the perimeter of the Opera house and agreed to meet the next day for a trip to Bondi Beach.  

Monday - Monday turned out much warmer and we caught the ferry to Watsons Bay.  I would have loved to have 

spent a bit more time there but Graeme and Lynn had to go to the airport for an earlier flight than us so we all caught 

a bus to Bondi where Gary and I got off and Graeme and Lynn carried on back to the city in time to collect their 

luggage and head to the airport.  At Bondi we were surprised to see people sunbathing and swimming even though it 

was warmer there was still a cool breeze. Along the waterfront we found a lovely restaurant overlooking the beach 

and had a nice lunch and glass of wine before heading back to the city and collecting our own luggage in time for us to 

get to the airport. It was a great break away and we again enjoyed the fellowship & company of others attending the 

Grand Installation.  Kate Salmon - Auckland 

 

Camp Quality  

Each year at locations around New Zealand, the Camp Quality volunteers take children with cancer on fun-filled 

camps, providing an opportunity for the children to have a week away with other children facing similar challenges 

while their families have some respite. Freemasons NZ have supported Camp Quality for almost ten years 



particularly in the Auckland/Waikato 

region where our Masonic family 

contribute time and money towards the 

summer camps. The camps are well 

planned, with obvious emphasis on 

health and safety, but at the same time 

they ensure a fun-orientated program designed for 

children aged between 5 and 15 years of age. Being a 

passenger in trucks around Pukekohe racetrack; 

helicopter rides; games and challenges; overnight camp-

outs; Police day when dozens of Police attend with cars, 

dogs, music…..  The support from Freemasons NZ now 

includes support at the Board level with Mark Winger 

(pictured) recently appointed as an Independent Trustee 

and the Deputy Chairman of Camp Quality NZ.  

There are often tales of special successes, and too often 

heart-wrenching reports of children who have attended 

camps for some years but are no longer able to do so. 

One child was allowed by his mother to attend a (let’s 

call him John – not his real name) – he was in a 

wheelchair, with his range of medicines, and a tube for 

feeding as he couldn’t eat solid food. Camp Quality 

realised John might need special care, like the many 

other children who attend each with their own many 

needs. However, on the first day at camp, John realised 

that the others were not in a wheelchair….and didn’t 

have a feeding tube….and were eating a wide range of 

pretty scrumptious food.  Over the week, John used this 

motivation and sheer determination to improve his lot. 

By the end of the week when mum arrived to take John 

home, John was walking without the use of the 

wheelchair (slow, but no need for the wheelchair!), the 

food tube had been removed and John was putting on 

weight, eating a wide range of food and with an appetite 

to be proud of. The impact of the camp on John’s life and 

his attitude to his challenges was simply stunning. 

Camp Quality makes an impact on the lives of all the 

children who attend its camps, and on their wider 

families. The camps are run by volunteers, but need 

financial support to cover the costs of operating the 

camps – food, accommodation, safety requisites. 

Freemasons NZ are recognised by Camp Quality as a 

strong supporter of their activities so please continue 

to give them your support.  

 

pLAYPlaying golf on the sunshine Coast – by Ruth Kinvig 

Eight oldies playing golf on the Sunshine Coast, we played 7 games of golf during 

our 13 days of fun, a bundle of laughs, a chance to go 

sightseeing and numerous others adventures. The golf was 

a wonderful experience as it is each year but nobody had 

marvellous scores.  We were based in a small coastal area 

called Coolum with plenty of golf courses nearby to play. 

We visited Eumundi Markets, Australia Zoo, went Ten Pin 

Bowling’ The Ginger factory, shopping, Monte Ville our 

favourite place to visit, Under Water World drove beside the beautiful coastline and 

Odd-shoe initiative raises support for Camp Quality 

by Christopher Reive  
 

Penny Storey and her daughter Georgia, 13 have fond memories of 

Georgia’s time at Camp Quality.  Camp Quality is a volunteer 

organisation providing support for children aged 5-16 who are living with 

cancer by running camps in five regions around the country.  Georgia, 

from Te Awamutu, said the Waikato Bay of Plenty camps gave her 

something to look forward to when she felt alone.  "I couldn't go 

anywhere because I would get sick easy," Georgia said. 

After feeling unwell and experiencing serious leg pains, Georgia Storey, 

who was 10 at the time, was admitted to Starship Hospital where she 

was diagnosed with Acute Lymphoblastic Leukaemia.  Acute 

Lymphoblastic Leukaemia is a cancer of the white blood cells and is the 

most common type of Leukaemia in children.  Her mother, Penny, said 

Georgia had to take medication every day for two and a half years as 

part of her treatment.  "Once you're on a treatment plan, all you're 

focused on is getting through it and coming out the other side," Penny 

Storey said.  "You never think that you're not going to get through it."  

Penny said the family video recorded the final night that Georgia had to 

take her medication and had a bit of a celebration. After two and a half 

years of chemo, blood transfusions and lumbar punctures, she now only 

has to have six-monthly checkups and will do until she is 21. 

Both Georgia and Penny said the emphasis of laughter in Camp Quality 

camps was a huge help in staying positive during the treatment period.  

With doctors and nurses on site, the children are paired up with a camp 

companion for a week of activities they wouldn't be able to do otherwise.  

"It's important for kids to keep having these experiences. It's just fun," 

Georgia said.  "It gives the family or the parents a break. We are 100 

percent supporting these children through their treatment programme, 

and you do need some nurturing yourself," Penny said.  "That comes by 

Camp Quality taking your precious bundle and nurturing them for a 

week."  Georgia would also like to give back to Camp Quality be working 

as a companion, to give hope and support to other children. 

This year, the fourth annual Odd Shoe Day was held on September 11 

as a fund raiser for Camp Quality.  Operating in five regions - 

Auckland/Northland, Waikato/Bay of Plenty, Wellington/Central Districts, 

Christchurch and South – the camps cost a total of $600, 000 to run.  "It 

just brings so much together.  It's a really unique initiative, and it really 

needs to keep going," Penny said. 

 

 



beaches.  we returned  home full of enthusiasm for  our own courses thinking they would be easy, not so of 

course, it has been cold and wet ever since. However we are all sporting a tan and felt on top of the world 

having had a fantastic break away.  

 

Well done Lodge Roslyn Morning Star in Dunedin!  The Master’s wife Jean Park writes in her newsletter “As 

you know we have been collecting goods for various charities.  So many people have come on board that when I rang both 

the Night Shelter and the Women’s Refuge and asked them what they needed, both responded with ‘well actually nothing’.    

Bearing in mind the numerous car loads of goods we have delivered, not counting the truck loads and the various items of 

furniture I estimate that the collection has been over $15000 in value.  It’s amazing how everyone working together makes 

such a difference.  I know that Wilma and I think others are still knitting jersies and I am on my sixth scarf for the Southland 

Hospice.  I hadn’t intended to do so many but sitting in a car for an hour here and there as one does in Melbourne all adds 

up.  However if you still have things you want to dispose of please do tell me.  With this success in mind we are now 

collecting 10 cent pieces for the Night Shelter and will finish at the end of March 2015.  If you have any you want to get rid 

of please save them and we can again make a difference.”          Many congratulations to all concerned! 
 

Our Trip to Singapore, Cambodia and Vietnam – by Lea Cadman 
 
SINGAPORE 
We arrived in Singapore after a ten hour night time flight and were joined by our daughter 
Michele. It was very special to have her with us.  We started exploring immediately in 27 
degree heat.  The three of us walked along Orchard Road (the main drag) into `China 
Town` and `Little India’.  Then we took  cab back to the Miramar Hotel ready for a rest and 
to cool off. 
The next day we made our way, by cab to the Raffles Hotel for High Tea.   Dress code was 
applicable so we donned our posh clothes. Michele and Mike enjoyed Singapore (gin) 
slings as one does at Raffles in Singapore, and at $30 US a pop it was very expensive.  
Overall we found Singapore a delightful but expensive destination, except for cabs. 
Our final full day in Singapore. We went to `Gardens By the Bay` - WOW. Absolutely 
fantastic, the three of us also enjoyed the skywalk and a forty minute cruise down the 
river – what a beautiful day.  The same evening the three of us headed to the Night Zoo.  
The tour we chose came with an Asian Smorgasbord meal, and a short train ride through 
the Zoo. An absolutely beautiful and pristine city. 
 
CAMBODIA 
Our destination was Phnom Penh flying Singapore Airlines.  Culture shock time.  Getting our visas on arrival was 

traumatic and then our ride to the Sunrise Hotel, was to say the least exciting, but I said my 
prayers and we arrived safely.  The Hotel was lovely and the air conditioning was very 
welcome, after some cool refreshments we retired.  The next day we took a tuk tuk ride for 
an hour along the river and through several very busy inner streets – yikes – a very scary 
experience.  Later we braved another tuk tuk ride to the Russian Markets, which I found to be 
junky and stiflingly hot.  Temperature was 37 degrees and very humid.  That evening we met 
Krista our tour guide, a delightful English girl. After introductions, and the whole group went 
out to dinner at a restaurant called the `Titanic` situated on the edge of the Bassac River.  
Krista ordered Cambodian food for the group, Tapas style – very nice it was too. There were 
eleven of us in the group.   
Krista introduced us to our local Cambodian guide the following day. We started our day with 

a cyclo tour through the streets of Phnom Penh – oh boy another experience, but great fun.  We made our way to the 
Royal Palace, the Silver Pagoda and the National Museum. The National Museum contained mainly photographs of the 
Pol Pot Regime – very brutal. Lunchtime we went to the `Friends Cafe`, which is staffed by street kids (there are one 
million street kids in  Cambodia).  These children have been taken in by professional people to become familiar with 
the hospitality trade.  Waiting tables, preparing food, and learning how to become chefs so that they will be able to 
make a life for themselves – what a wonderful thing to do.  After lunch we visited the Killing Fields – very chilling, and a 
highly emotional place to go to. Our touring today finished today at the bustling Central Markets – lots of clothes, 
shoes, silver jewellery and small souvenirs. What a full day. 
The following day we flew to Siem Reap, only thirty minutes by air.  We were told the bus ride would take us hours and 
be very hard on our backs and other places. We were able to explore markets or shop at boutiques.  Up at 5am for a 
pre-dawn ride in tuk tuks which took us to the lesser used eastern gate of Angkor Wat.  The sunrise was spectacular, 
after sunrise we toured Angkor Wat. To think these Temples took thirty five years to build and the huge rocks that 
were brought here from the Kulen Mountains in Southern Cambodia. The temples were started in the 10th century. 
Extremely interesting and awe inspiring place to see. Monkeys as well and Indian elephants.  Our meals at all venues 
were very good. In the afternoon we travelled by bus to the outer lying temples of Banteat Sreiand Ta Prohm.       

Lea with daughter Michele at 
the “Gardens by the Bay”, a 
superb indoor botanical 
garden on the shores of 
Singapore Harbour. 101 
Hectares, a large proportion 
of which is under cover. 

 

The main temple at Angkor 
Wat, built in the 10th Century 

 



VIETNAM 
We boarded a Singapore Airlines flight to Saigon, Vietnam’s most exciting city.  
We visited the CuChi tunnels, a magnificent feat of engineering. I’m proud to say 
that I actually went through a section of the tunnel especially adapted for 
tourists, not good for those that suffer from claustrophobia.  We also saw the 
traps, which the Vietnamese devised for the American soldiers – very lethal 
indeed.  Our tour guide in Vietnam was Pam, also English and equally as delightful 
as Krista in Cambodia.  Pam took us on a walk through parts of old Saigon and 
new Saigon with visits to the Municipal Theatre, Notre Dame Cathedral and the 
War Remnants Museum.  The French influence is quite evident here. 
The next day we explored the Mekong Delta’s canals, orchards (mainly bananas, 
sugar palms and pineapples) and towns by boat and interacted with the friendly 
locals.  This was a very pleasant day and lovely time with the locals – very friendly 
people here too.  Once again we had a plane ride from Saigon to Hue, Vietnam`s 
former imperial capital.  The tour took us through the last empires Forbidden City – the Citadel and visited the Thien 
Mu Pagoda.  A very lovely place. In the afternoon we experienced a unique visit to the Spiral Foundation to meet the 
deaf and mute workers. These people make all their souvenirs from 100% recycled materials, newspapers, plastic 
straws, foil wrappers, etc.  In Hue we visited the tomb of the former Nguyen Dynasty Emperor – Tu Duc. 
In Hoi An we enjoyed viewing the architecture, local delicacies and the locals that make Hoi a true Vietnamese 
highlight. In Hoi An is the `Streets Cafe` this is a non-profit organisation and teaches disadvantaged youths the 
hospitality trade over a period of eighteen months through an internally credentialed  Institute of Culinary Education in 
New York.  Crossing the road is an experience and we were educated as to 
how to do this, we were to walk slowly and steadily across the road. We 
weren`t allowed to stop or backtrack while crossing because motorbikes 
were trying to anticipate our movements to avoid a collision.  Bartering 
for goods is always expected especially in Hoi An Market.  Our Michele 
was very good at it, I`m afraid my bargaining skills were not that good. We 
had one day of leisure when we enjoyed the many galleries, tailor shops 
and restaurants. 
After Hoi An we went to Danang for our flight to Hanoi and the bus taking 
us to  where we spent a night on a `Junk`.  During the day we spent the 
morning cruising the spectacular bay with its thousands of limestone islets that rise out of the sea.   It is a World 
Heritage site and is spectacular. The next morning we returned to Hanoi and after checking into our hotel we had a fun 

stop at a local `Bai Hoi`. Small street side cafes serve fresh local beer and snacks which offer a great 
insight into the local culture. In the evening we went to a theatrical water puppet show – very clever – 
but not really my thing. 
At Hanoi our accommodation was at the `Golden Lotus Hotel`, a beautiful Hotel. We had a walking tour 
through the old quarter – oh dear – what poverty and how lucky we are. Included were visits to the 
historic Ba Dinh Square and the infamous Hoa Lo, more commonly known as the `Hanoi Hilton` prison 
and the peaceful ’Temple of Literature’, then some rest time, very  welcome it was too.  
Our tour guide, Pam took us for a farewell dinner that evening to celebrate the end of our journey.  A 
very pleasant evening was had by all and a suitable end to a great holiday.  
 

Photo left: Celebrating our 48th Wedding Anniversary in Hoi An, Vietnam. The Hotel and the Tour Company 
set up our room complete with a bottle of Red Wine – Brand unknown but tasted great. 

 

Something to share 

with you .. 

At John’s Installation in 

November two years ago, 

Bill McRoberts of Lodge 

Mana presented him with 

“Te Kotahitang” as shown 

here  Both items were 

given to him in a skilfully 

crafted kite that had been made by Bill’s wife 

Gale.  They are all quite beautiful and mean a 

lot to both of us.         Diana. 

“Happy” pizzas, reminds you of Amsterdam. 
We were warned not to eat here as the food 
was laced with marijuana. True? Or False? 
Who knows but better not to risk it. 

 

If you have any stories to share, please email 

me at diana.litton@freemasons.co.nz. 

Thank you! 

mailto:diana.litton@freemasons.co.nz

